Caveat Emptor (Let the Buyer Beware)

The Thinking Man’s
Approach

Financial markets have continued to rally, constantly reaching new all-time
highs, boosted by massive amounts of monetary and fiscal stimulus. This
has come despite a Covid-19 pandemic that is still ongoing around the
globe, and the appearance of new strains of the virus that are apparently
more contagious and potentially deadlier. Nonetheless, the expectation of
an imminent economic normalization brought on by the inoculation of the
global population with one of the many vaccines, coupled with additional
stimulus packages (e.g. $1.9 trillion package making its way through the US
Congress) to protect the economy from long-lasting scarring, continues to
provide significant tailwinds.
However, the constant increase in equity prices, which has not been met
by growth in revenues and earnings, has taken traditional valuation
metrics, such as price to earnings or price to sales, to near record high
levels. Some market analysts have suggested that the recent surge could
be indicative of a market bubble, which could be bursting soon. The worries
have been exacerbated by other recent events such as the GameStop and
other “meme” stock frenzy, the IPO market continuing to run on a frenetic
pace, and the strong appetite for blank check companies, better known as
SPACs (Special Purpose Acquisition Company).
In the present Thinking Man, we will explain the current state of the
economy, expand on the potential bubble warning signs, and explain why
we believe that even though we may be in the middle of a bubble that it is
unlikely to burst in the short-term. We believe that timing the market is
currently much more relevant than ever, as it will become necessary to
effectively differentiate between short-term corrections and a sustained
crash after the bubble bursts.
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As we progress in the new year, the
equity market continues to advance.
Although we are seeing bubbly
segments of the market that are
detached from fundamentals, we do
not see bubble conditions broadly
speaking.



Comparing with the dot-com bubble
of 1999, this time is different. Firstly,
Central Banks have distorted the
investment landscape by slashing
rates – depressing yields and creating
a pro-risk environment.



Secondly, stimulative Fiscal and
Monetary Policies, in contrast to tight
policies in the 1990s, continue to
support the economy today.



Thirdly, equity valuations are not as
high as in the dot-com bubble. Today’s
Equity Risk Premium (ERP) is very
much in line with the historical S&P
500 average, indicating that overall
market is not in a bubble yet.



In conclusion, we have a stock market
that is trading at a premium to
historical valuations, partially justified
by extremely low bond yields, a shift
in composition towards higher-valued
growth sectors, supportive monetary
and fiscal policies, and cheaper access
to markets.

Economic and stimulus activity
Since the end of the Great Financial Crisis, we have seen an impressive rally
in financial markets, fueled by monetary and fiscal stimulus. The massive
stimulus successfully stabilized and boosted financial markets, but had a
lackluster result in promoting economic growth and inflation than during
the previous decade. Nevertheless, even as global central banks had
previously been tapering asset repurchase programs, and raising reference
rates, the arrival of the pandemic forced them to instantly reverse course,
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further stimulating the economy and protecting financial markets. We are currently in a world where
there has been an accumulated global stimulus of approximately $24 trillion dollars, for a total global
equity market of approximately $75 trillion. Most of this stimulus has gone to or will eventually end up in
the equity market, likely providing further upside.
Furthermore, as Covid-19 was not a typical financial crisis, but rather a global pandemic that permeated
the economy and financial markets, the solution seemed more straightforward. In fact, analysts are
predicting an economic normalization throughout this year, as vaccination programs are quickly gaining
pace. In the U.S., it is estimated that all individuals in the high-risk population will have been vaccinated
by the end of the first quarter, with remaining adults receiving the vaccine throughout the summer.
The economic normalization will provide an important tailwind for the market, as there is a huge pent-up
demand for the services and experiences industries, which have been the hardest hit over the last 12
months. As a result, some economists are starting to predict that the economy could have a spectacular
year, with some suggesting GDP growth of over 7%, potentially constituting the highest yearly growth
since 1983.
Meanwhile global central banks
will continue to stimulate the
economy and inflate security
prices through asset repurchase
programs. Nowhere is the asset
inflation more evident than in
the fixed income market.
Currently there is over $16
trillion in negative yielding debt.
Despite the recent increases in
the nominal yield of 10-year
Treasuries, real rates remain
significantly depressed at under 1%.
Nevertheless, liquidity in the market will only continue to grow. M21 grew in January at a 26% annual rate
and it is not expected to slow anytime soon, because of heightened levels of savings by households,
further flows to money market funds, and the proposed additional stimulus checks. We strongly believe
that eventually, all this heightened liquidity will find its way to the equity market, providing additional
support for valuations.
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M2 is a calculation of the money supply that includes all elements of M1 as well as "near money." M1 includes
cash and checking deposits, while near money refers to savings deposits, money market securities, mutual funds,
and other time deposits.
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Bubble signals and previews of the main event
Using traditional valuation metrics such as price to equity, or price to book value, it is hard to argue that
the equity market looks cheap. However, it is important to remember that global central banks with their
monetary stimulus and quantitative easing programs have completely altered the investment landscape
to a pro-risk, zero yield, tight credit spread and low volatility environment. For example, over the last
decade, realized volatility has been almost half of implied volatility. Hence, market volume is currently
dominated by volatility control, commodity trading advisors, risk parity, quantitative and momentum
strategies. With risk-free rates at near historical lows and abundant liquidity in the market, valuation
multiples have readjusted to what could be the new norm, at least for the time being.
Even as we believe that the case
for investing in equities remains
strong, we see some frothiness
in the market that could be an
early
indication
of
the
formation of a bubble. First,
there has been significant IPO
activity that is reminiscent of
the exuberance of the late
1990s, in companies such as
Airbnb, Doordash, and Palantir
among others, for which
investors paid lofty valuations.
Second, there has also been a tremendous appetite for SPACs, which in essence are blank checks given to
investors to pursue almost unrestricted M&A deals, but in the absence of a deal, they are just empty shell
companies. Finally, we have seen heightened speculative activity in cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, and
electric vehicle companies, like Tesla, which might not necessarily be fundamentally driven.
It is still too early to tell if or when the current apparent bubble will burst. However, we have seen some
previews of what could be in store around the corner, such as: the 10-sigma factor moves, the Covid-19
selloff of 2020, the year-end crash of 2018 and the taper tantrum correction of 2013. The most recent
preview was the volatility caused by the “meme” stock and Wallstreetbets saga, in which thousands of
millennial retail investors artificially inflated the prices of several cheap stocks that were held by several
hedge funds with outsized short positions. We believe that these previews will only get stronger and more
frequent as the bull market continues to run untamed.

The bubble is not about to burst
As mentioned above, some signals point towards a bubbly equity market. Even so, we do not believe that
this potential bubble could burst in the near term. Monetary and fiscal policy will remain accommodative
in the near future which will effectively continue to support the bull market. What was widely discussed
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as the Fed put that occurred in 2020 is now likely to get a complement with a fiscal put, now that the
Democrats control the US Government, and former Fed Chair, Janet Yellen, is the Secretary of the
Treasury. Hence, the following tailwinds should continue to drive the market higher.


Volatility
will
remain
artificially low. The spread
between
realized
and
implied volatility is likely to
converge, with implied
volatility falling and not the
other way around.



The Fed and other global
central banks will continue
to print money to finance
the
latest
and
any
subsequent rounds of asset
repurchase programs.



Global negative yielding assets will only continue to expand from the current $16 trillion+, forcing
fixed income investors to look for alternatives, most likely in the equity market.



Money market funds expanded by approximately $1.2 trillion at the height of the pandemic.
These funds currently have assets of around $4.3 trillion, which is $500 billion less than the
number at the height of the pandemic. This translates to $700 billion waiting to be deployed,
which will again most likely make its way through the equity market.



Finally, the combination of the fiscal and monetary put will remain in place until there is significant
evidence that the economy is in a sustained growth trajectory, and that unemployment has fallen
close to pre-pandemic levels.

Technical indicators also point to a continuation of the bull market
Technical indicators also remain supportive of the equity market, pointing to a continuation of the rally.
There are two indicators and one signal that show us the strength of the current bull market. Probably
the most important is market breadth, which is an indicator that analyzes the number of stocks advancing
relative to those that are declining in a given index. For the S&P 500, that number is approximately 91%,
which means that almost 9 in 10 stocks in the index are currently advancing. This is very different from
the recovery during the spring and summer months of 2020, where the market was being pushed by a
handful of stay at home tech stocks.
When equities are showing such a high breadth, it is a sign of a likely consolidation of the bull market,
rather than of an imminent crash. The story is similar when looking at mutual fund and ETF flows into
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fixed income and equity markets. Contrary to what could be expected, over the recent years there has
been a huge inflow into the fixed income space, while equities have suffered great outflows, which only
accentuated with the pandemic. With this information, it is difficult to argue that equities are in a bubble,
different to what can be said regarding fixed income securities.
On a final note, the “Meme” stock and GameStop saga, revealed the resilience of the equity market.
Several over leveraged hedge funds, which suffered massive short squeezes, were forced to quickly delever. The sell-off caused a short-lived correction, but not the massive crash that could have blown-up the
market as many had feared. Clearly, it was not a systemic issue, but rather a buy-the-dip situation. The
S&P essentially respected the 50-day moving average support, and the subsequent recovery has been
rapid and broad.

Conclusion
Although there are bubbly segments of the equity market that are detached from fundamentals, we do
not see bubble conditions broadly speaking. In the below table we summarize the fundamental
differences between 1999/2000 and Today:

Valuations are lower than the nosebleed ones of two decades ago. According to Source: Bloomberg
Strategas, in March 2000, the 50 largest stocks traded at a median price/earnings
multiple of 31 times the next 12 months’ expected earnings. On the same basis, the 50 largest stocks last
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month traded at a 23.6 times multiple. Longer term historic averages are around 18 times multiple.
However, while absolute multiples are on the expensive side, relative valuations are not.
For example, equity-risk premiums (ERP) or the premium an investor is expected to get for investing in
stocks over risk free rates (Rf) are at 4.75% - very much in-line with historic ERPs and more than double
that of 1999/2000. Treasury yields were around 6% in the tech bubble era, as were short-term interest
rates, compared to just above zero currently. As a result, the ERP as a percentage of the Rf is over 10 times
higher today than in the 1999/2000 stock market mania.
The yield curve in 2000 was roughly flat, a sign of tight monetary policy, while the currently steeply
upward-sloping yield curve signals an accommodative policy. After adjusting for inflation, real interest
rates now are negative, with 10-year Treasury inflation-protected securities yielding less than minus 1%.
On the fiscal side, the contrast is even starker. Fiscal policy during 2000 produced a record $236 billion
federal budget surplus. Alan Greenspan, the Federal Reserve chairman at the time, worried that there
wouldn’t be enough Treasury securities for the central bank to buy. In 2020, the budget deficit is reaching
19% of GDP and is routinely in the trillions. The Congressional Budget Office this past week raised its fiscal
2021 red-ink forecast to $2.3 trillion, or 10.3% of gross domestic product and that doesn’t include the $1.9
trillion stimulus package sought by the Biden administration.
Bubbles have not historically burst with the arrival of bad news, but rather when rallies begin to lose
steam after hitting their peaks. Market participants begin to anticipate the actual event, with savvy
investors positioning portfolios with the expectation of a potential crash, leading to an almost self-fulfilling
prophecy. Hence, the most important role currently of an investment advisor in our view is to be able to
differentiate between a short-term market correction, where investors should take the opportunity to
buy the dip, and a long-term crash, where investors should turn defensive in order protect their portfolio
and capital.
Today we have a stock market that is trading at a premium to historical valuations. However, this is
partially justified by extremely low bond yields, a shift in composition towards higher-valued growth
sectors, supportive monetary and fiscal policies, and cheaper access to markets (digitization and lower
transaction fees).
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Important Disclosures and Disclaimers
This material is distributed for informational purposes only and intended solely for BigSur Wealth Management, LLC
(“BigSur” or the “Adviser”) clientele and or other parties to whom BigSur chooses to share such information. The
discussions and opinions in this document (or “report”) are intended for general informational purposes only, and are
not intended to provide investment advice and there is no guarantee that the opinions expressed herein will be valid
beyond the date of this document. While taken from sources deemed to be accurate, BigSur makes no
representations regarding the accuracy of the information in this document and certain information is based on thirdparty sources believed to be reliable, but has not been independently verified and its accuracy or completeness cannot
be guaranteed. Asset allocation proposals described herein are based on proprietary ratings and categorizations
which involve varying levels of subjective analysis and interpretation. The asset allocation breakdown is intended to
be a summary of BigSur’s view on each asset class and its risk components which includes various factors including,
but not limited to: market conditions and trends, correlation of securities, volatility, interest rate and issuer risk.
This article is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific
investment objectives, financial situation, and the particular needs of any specific investor. Views regarding the
economy, securities markets or other specialized areas, like all predictors of future events, cannot be guaranteed to
be accurate and may result in economic loss to the investor. Any strategies referenced BigSur believes may present
opportunities for appreciation over the subsequent time periods. BigSur closely monitors securities discussed and
client portfolios and may make changes when warranted as a result of evolving market conditions. There can be no
assurance that any investment strategies and/or performance included or referenced in the article will remain the
same and investment strategies, philosophies, and allocation are subject to change without prior notice. Any specific
securities or companies identified and described may or may not be held in portfolios managed by the Adviser and do
not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for advisory clients. The reader should not
assume that any investments in securities and/or sectors identified and discussed were or will be profitable.
BigSur may change its views on these securities at any time. There is no guarantee that, should market conditions
repeat, these securities will perform in the same way in the future.
This report may include forward-looking statements and all statements other than statements of historical fact are to
be considered forward-looking and subjective (including words such as “believe,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “may,”
“will,” “should,” and “expect”). Although we believe that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking
statements are reasonable, we can provide no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Many factors
including changing market conditions and global political and economic events could cause actual outcomes, results
or performance to differ materially from those discussed in such forward-looking statements. BigSur shall not be
responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statements contained herein, and expressly
disclaims any liability, including incidental or consequential damages, arising from any errors, omissions or misuse.
This information is highly confidential and intended for review by the recipient only. The information should not be
disseminated or be made available for public use or to any other source without the express written authorization of
BigSur. Distribution of this document is prohibited in any jurisdiction where dissemination of such documents may
be unlawful. Please contact your investment adviser, accountant, and/or attorney for advice appropriate to your
specific situation. For complete disclosure information please go to: https://www.bigsurpartners.com/disclosures/
BigSur Wealth Management, LLC
1441 Brickell Avenue, Suite 1410
Miami, FL 33131
Office (Main): 305-740-6777 ext. 8006
Fax: 305-350-9998
http://www.bigsurpartners.com
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